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Abstract—Providing pixel–level supervisions for scene text
segmentation is inherently difficult and costly, so that only few
small datasets are available for this task. To face the scarcity
of training data, previous approaches based on Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) rely on the use of a synthetic dataset
for pre–training. However, synthetic data cannot reproduce the
complexity and variability of natural images. In this work, we
propose to use a weakly supervised learning approach to reduce
the domain–shift between synthetic and real data. Leveraging
the bounding–box supervision of the COCO–Text and the MLT
datasets, we generate weak pixel–level supervisions of real im-
ages. In particular, the COCO–Text–Segmentation (COCO TS)
and the MLT–Segmentation (MLT S) datasets are created and
released. These two datasets are used to train a CNN, the
Segmentation Multiscale Attention Network (SMANet), which is
specifically designed to face some peculiarities of the scene text
segmentation task. The SMANet is trained end–to–end on the
proposed datasets, and the experiments show that COCO TS
and MLT S are a valid alternative to synthetic images, allowing
to use only a fraction of the training samples and improving
significantly the performances.
Index Terms—Scene Text Segmentation, Weakly Supervised
Learning, Bounding–Box Supervision, Convolutional Neural Net-
works.
I. INTRODUCTION
Scene text segmentation is an important and challenging
step in the extraction of textual information in natural images.
It aims at making dense predictions in order to detect, for
each pixel of an image, the presence of text. Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) have achieved the state of the art in
many computer vision tasks, including scene text segmentation.
Nonetheless, their training is usually based on large sets of
fully supervised data. To the best of our knowledge, only two
public datasets are available for scene text segmentation, i.e.
ICDAR–2013 [1] and Total–Text [2], that contain a number of
pixel–level annotated images barely sufficient to train a deep
segmentation network. A solution to this problem has been
proposed in [3], where a pixel–level supervision is produced
employing the synthetic image generator introduced by [4].
However, unfortunately, there is no guarantee that a network
trained on synthetic data will generalize to real images. This
usually depends on the quality of the generated data (i.e. how
much they are similar to real images), since the domain–shift
may affect the generalization capability of the model.
In this paper, we propose to employ weak supervisions to
improve the performances on real data. Indeed, a lot of datasets
for text localization, in which the supervision is given by
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bounding–boxes around the text, are available (f.i. COCO text
[5], ICDAR–2013 [1], ICDAR–2015 [6], and MLT [7]). In fact,
obtaining this type of annotations is easier than providing a full
pixel–level supervision, despite being less accurate. Inspired by
[8], we adopt a training procedure (see Figure 1) that exploits
weak annotations for pixel by pixel labeling. Specifically, the
generation procedure consists of two distinct steps.
1) A background–foreground network is trained on a large
dataset of synthetically generated images with full pixel–
level supervision. The purpose of this network is to
recognize text within a bounding–box.
2) A scene text segmentation network is trained on a text
localization dataset, in which the pixel–level supervision
is obtained exploiting the output of the background–
foreground network.
The logic behind this approach is that training a segmentation
network focused on a bounding–box is a simpler task than
using the entire image. In fact, inside a bounding–box, the text
dimension is known (directly related to the box dimensions) and
the background (i.e. non textual objects) variability is reduced.
Moreover, the box annotation gives a precise information on
the text position, since each pixel which is not included in
a box does not represent text. Therefore, we exploit weak
annotations to produce accurate pixel–level supervisions for
a dataset of real images, which allows to reduce the domain–
shift between synthetic and real data. In particular, employing
the background–foreground network, an accurate pixel–level
supervision for two datasets of real images, COCO–Text [5] and
MLT [7], have been generated. The datasets with the obtained
supervision, COCO–Text–Segmentation (COCO TS) and MLT–
Segmentation (MLT S), will be made publicly available1 to
foster reproducibility and to promote future research in scene
text segmentation.
In particular, to deal with the specificity of scene text segmen-
tation, we introduce the Segmentation Multiscale Attention
Network (SMANet), a deep fully convolutional neural network
with a ResNet backbone encoder. In the SMANet architecture, a
convolutional decoder is employed to recover fine details, which
are lost due to the presence of pooling and strided convolutions.
A multiscale attention mechanism is also used to focus on the
most informative part of the image (i.e. on areas containing
text). The proposed architecture has been employed both to
implement the background–foreground network, needed for the
extraction of the segmentation datasets, and for the scene text
segmentation network. Differently, from other state–of–the–art
approaches, which use complicated multistage architectures,
the SMANet is trained end–to–end employing the COCO TS
1http://clem.diism.unisi.it/∼coco ts/
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2Fig. 1: Scheme of the supervision generation procedure. Steps 1. to 3. are sketched starting from the top.
and MLT S datasets. An ablation study has been devised to
evaluate the role of the double convolutional decoder and of
the multiscale attention module in the SMANet.
Furthermore, a series of experiments were conducted to evaluate
the effectiveness of the proposed datasets compared to the
use of synthetic data, as previously proposed in literature.
The obtained results suggest that, using both the COCO TS
and the MLT S datasets, a deep convolutional segmentation
network can be trained more efficiently than using synthetic
data, employing only a fraction of the learning set.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, related works
are briefly reviewed. In Section III, the weakly segmentation
generation procedure, used for COCO TS and MLT S, is
described and the SMANet architecture, tailored to scene text
segmentation, is presented. Section IV reports the experimental
setup and the results obtained on the ICDAR–2013 and Total–
Text datasets. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section
V.
II. RELATED WORKS
The proposed method is related to five main research
topics, namely synthetic data generation, bounding–boxes for
semantic segmentation, semantic segmentation with CNNs,
scene text segmentation, and attention modules, whose literature
is reviewed in the following.
a) Synthetic data generation: Synthetic datasets are a
cheap and scalable alternative to the human ground–truth
supervision in machine learning. Recently, several papers
reported on the use of synthetic data to face a variety of different
problems. Large collections of synthetic images of driving
scenes in urban environments were generated in [9], synthetic
indoor scenes have been exploited by [10], while artificial
images of Petri plates were created in [11]. In text analysis,
the use of synthetic data for text spotting, localization and
recognition has been proposed in [12]. Moreover, an improved
synthetic data generator for text localization in natural images
was introduced by [4]. The engine is designed to overlay text
strings in existing background images. The text is rendered in
image regions characterized by an uniform color and texture,
also taking into account the 3D geometry of the scene. This
synthetic data generator engine has been modified in [3] to
extract pixel–level annotations. Similarly to [3], in this work,
the engine proposed in [4] was used for scene text segmentation.
b) Bounding–boxes for semantic segmentation: In order to
reduce the data labeling efforts, weakly supervised approaches
aim at learning from weak annotations, such as image–level
tags, partial labels, bounding–boxes, etc. The bounding–box su-
pervision was used to aid semantic segmentation in [13], where
the core idea is that to iterate between automatically generating
region proposals and training convolutional networks. Similarly,
in [14], an Expectation–Maximization algorithm was used to
iteratively update the training supervision. Instead, in [15], a
GrabCut–like algorithm is employed to generate training labels
from bounding boxes. Finally, more related to this work, in
[8], the segmentation supervision for a semantic segmentation
network is directly produced from bounding–box annotations,
exploiting a deep CNN.
c) Semantic segmentation with CNNs: Image semantic
segmentation aims at inferring the class of each pixel of an
image. Recent semantic segmentation algorithms often convert
existing CNN architectures, designed for image classification,
to fully convolutional networks [16]. Normally, these networks
have an encoder–decoder structure. Moreover, the level of
details required by semantic segmentation inspired the use
of dilated convolution to enlarge the receptive field without
decreasing the resolution [17]. Besides, different solutions have
been proposed to deal with the presence of objects at different
scales. The Pyramid Scene Parsing Network (PSPNet) [18]
3applies a pyramid of pooling to collect contextual information
at different scales. Instead, DeepLab [19] employs atrous spatial
pyramid pooling, which consists of parallel dilated convolutions
with different rates.
d) Scene Text Segmentation: Document image segmenta-
tion has a long history and was originally based on thresholding
approaches (local [20], global [21] or adaptive [22]). The
application of these methods to scene text segmentation is
quite challenging, due to the high variability of conditions that
can be found in natural images. To face this variability, in
[23], low level features are used to identify the seed points
of texts and backgrounds and then to segment the text using
semi–supervised learning. In [24], the binarization of scene
text has been formulated as a Markov Random Field model
optimization problem, where the optimal binarization is ob-
tained iteratively with Graph Cuts. To improve the segmentation
performance, a multilevel Maximally Stable Extremal Region
(MSER) approach was presented in [25]. The MSER strategy
is applied together with a text candidate selection algorithm
based on hand–extracted text–specific features. Finally, in [3],
a CNN approach to scene text segmentation is described,
which employs three stages for extraction, refinement and
classification. Based on the seminal paper [26], the present
work extends the pixel–level annotation generation procedure
to the MLT dataset, also introducing a new convolutional
neural network architecture (SMANet) specific to scene text
segmentation.
e) Attention modules: The capacity of learning long–
range dependencies have popularized the use of attention
modules in a wide variety of Natural Language Processing
(NLP) tasks. In particular, the use of a self–attention mechanism
to extract global dependencies in machine translation was
originally proposed in [27]. After that, many other NLP
applications have employed attention mechanism [28], [29].
Attention modules have been also increasingly applied in
computer vision. In [30], an attention mechanism is proposed
to model the interdependencies between channels. In [31], self–
attention modules are employed to improve image generation.
An attention mechanism is used in [32] to weigh multiscale
features extracted by a shared network. Contextual information
is captured by a self–attention mechanism in OCNet [33] and
DANet [34]. In PSA [35], an attention map is learned to
aggregate contextual information adaptively for each individual
point. Inspired by the success of attention mechanisms in
computer vision, we introduce an attention module to gather
context information and focus on text.
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In the following, a general overview of the proposed method
is provided. The sets of data involved in the creation of the
COCO TS and MLT S datasets are introduced in Section III-A.
Section III-B describes the weakly supervised approach used
to generate COCO TS and MLT S, while, in Section III-C,
the generated supervision of the two datasets is used to train a
deep segmentation network. Finally, Section III-D presents the
architectural details of the Segmentation Multiscale Attention
Network (SMANet).
A. Datasets
a) Synthetic dataset: In this work, the same generation
process proposed by [4] has been employed to create a large
set of synthetic scene text images. The engine renders synthetic
text to existing background images, accounting for the local
three dimensional scene geometry. A synthetic dataset of
about 800,000 images was generated following this procedure.
From this set of images, about 1,000,000 image crops have
been extracted. Specifically, for each word, a bounding–box is
defined and enlarged by a factor of 0.3, and then the image
is cropped around the bounding–box. These bounding boxes
have been used to train the background–foreground network
described in Section III-B.
b) COCO–Text: The COCO–2014 dataset [36], firstly
released by Microsoft Corporation, collects instance–level fully
annotated images of natural scenes. COCO–Text [5] is based
on COCO–2014 and contains a total of 63,686 images, split
in 43,686 training, 10,000 validation and 10,000 test images,
supervised at the bounding–box level for text localization.
Differently from other scene text datasets, the COCO–2014
dataset was not collected specifically for the extraction of
textual information, hence some of its images do not contain
text. Therefore, for the generation of the proposed COCO TS
dataset, a subset of 14,690 images have been selected from
COCO–Text, each one including at least a bounding–box
labeled as legible, machine printed, and written in English.
c) MLT: The MLT dataset [7] has been collected for
the ICDAR–2017 [37] competition and comprises natural
scene images with embedded text, such as street signs, street
advertisement boards, shops names, passing vehicles and users
photos in microblogs. The images have been captured by
different users’, using various mobile phone cameras. A large
percentage of the images contains more than one language.
The dataset is composed by 18,000 images containing text
of nine different languages all annotated at the bounding–box
level.
d) ICDAR–2013: The ICDAR–2013 [1] dataset collects
a training and a test set containing 229 and 233 images,
respectively. The images are extracted from ICDAR–2011
[38], after the removal of duplicated images and with some
revisited ground–truth annotations. The scene text segmentation
challenge in the ICDAR–2015 competition [6] was based on
the same datasets as ICDAR–2013.
e) Total–Text: Total–Text [2] is a scene text dataset which
collects 1255 training images and 300 test images with a pixel–
level supervision. Differently from ICDAR–2013, where texts
have always a horizontal appearance, this dataset contains
images with texts showing highly diversified orientations.
B. COCO TS and MLT S Datasets
Collecting supervised images for scene text segmentation
is costly and time consuming. In fact, only few datasets
with a reduced number of images are available. Instead,
numerous datasets provide bounding–box level annotations
for text detection. In this paper, we introduce the COCO TS
dataset, which provides 14,690 pixel–level supervisions for the
COCO–Text images, and the MLT S dataset, which contains
46896 (5540 from the training set and 1356 from the validation
set) label maps for the MLT images. The supervision is obtained
from the bounding–boxes, available in both the original datasets,
exploiting a weakly supervised algorithm. The supervision
generation procedure, summarized in Figure 1, consists of
three different steps.
1) A background–foreground network is trained on synthetic
data to extract text from bounding–boxes.
2) The background–foreground network is employed to
generate pixel–level supervisions for real images of both
the COCO–Text and the MLT datasets.
3) A scene text segmentation network is trained on the real
images with the generated supervisions.
In particular, a deep neural network was trained to segment the
text inside a bounding–box, thus separating the background
from the foreground. The rationale beneath the proposed
approach is that realizing a background–foreground segmenta-
tion, constrained to a bounding–box, is significantly simpler
than producing the segmentation of the whole image. For
this reason, we suppose that, even if trained on synthetic
data, the background–foreground network can effectively be
used to segment text in bounding boxes extracted from real
images. To train the background–foreground network, pixel–
level supervisions of a significant number of bounding–boxes
is required. The 1,000,000 bounding–box crops extracted from
the synthetic dataset have been used to this purpose. After the
training phase, the background–foreground network is applied
on the bounding–boxes extracted from the COCO–Text and
the MLT datasets. For each image, the pixel–level supervision
is obtained combining the probability maps (calculated by the
background–foreground network) for all the bounding–boxes
inside the image. It can happen that a region belongs to more
than one bounding box (f.i., two written texts close to each
other could have overlapping bounding–boxes) and, in this
case, the prediction with the highest foreground probability
value is considered. The final pixel–wise annotation l(x, y),
at position (x, y), is obtained employing two fixed thresholds,
th1 and th2, on the probability maps prob(x, y):
l(x, y) =
 background if prob(x, y) < th1foreground if prob(x, y) > th2
uncertain otherwise
(1)
The two thresholds th1 and th2 have been fixed to 0.3 and 0.7,
respectively, based on a grid search approach. If prob(x, y) ∈
(th1, th2), then (x, y) is labeled as uncertain. To provide a
significant pixel–level supervision, bounding–boxes that are
not labeled as legible, machine printed and written with Latin
characters have been added to the uncertainty region. The
insertion, in the generated supervision of this uncertainty region,
has prove to be effective, avoiding the gradient propagation
in regions where text could be potentially misclassified with
the background. This procedure has been used to extract the
COCO TS and the MLT S datasets. Some examples of the
obtained supervisions are reported in Figure 2 and 3.
C. Scene Text Segmentation
The COCO TS and the MLT S datasets are used to train
a deep segmentation network (bottom of Figure 1) for scene
Fig. 2: The original images and the generated supervisions
of the COCO TS dataset, on the top and at the bottom,
respectively. The background is colored in black, the foreground
in red, and the uncertainty region in yellow.
Fig. 3: The original images and the generated supervisions of
the MLT S dataset on the top and at the bottom, respectively.
The background is colored in black, the foreground in red, and
the uncertainty region in yellow.
text segmentation of both the ICDAR–2013 and the Total–Text
datasets. The effects obtained by the use of the generated
datasets, as an alternative to synthetic data, will be described
in Section IV.
5Fig. 4: On the top, the overall network architecture. At the bottom, the details of the multiscale attention module.
D. SMANet Architecture
To deal with the specificity of scene text segmentation we
also propose the Segmentation Multiscale Attention Network,
which is composed by three main components: a ResNet
encoder, a multiscale attention module, and a convolutional
decoder. The encoder is based on the PSPNet for semantic
segmentation, which is a deep fully convolutional neural
network that re–purposes the ResNet [39], originally designed
for image classification. In the PSPNet, a set of dilated
convolutions (i.e. atrous convolution [17]) replaces standard
convolutions in the ResNet backbone, to enlarge the receptive
field of the neural network. To gather context information, the
PSP exploits a pyramid of pooling with different kernel size.
In this work, the ResNet50 architecture is used as the CNN
encoder. Despite the PSPnet proved to be very effective in
the segmentation of natural images, scene text segmentation
is a specific task with its own peculiarities. In particular, text
in natural images can have a high variability of scales and
dimensions. To better handle the presence of thin text, similarly
to [3], we modified the network structure adding a two level
convolutional decoder. A multiscale attention mechanism is also
employed to focus on the text present in the image. The overall
SMANet architecture is depicted in Figure 4, and detailed in
the following.
1) Multiscale Attention Module: Recent state–of–the–art
models, such as the PSPNet [18] or DeepLab [19], [40], employ
a Spatial Pyramid Pooling (PSP) or an atrous spatial pyramid
pooling module to gather information at different scales. Dilated
convolutions may be harmful for the local consistency of feature
maps, whereas the PSP module loses pixel precision during the
different scales of pooling operations. To address this problem,
we introduce a pooling attention mechanism that provides pixel–
level attention for the features extracted by the ResNet encoder.
The architectural details of the attention module are depicted in
Figure 4. Specifically, the CNN encoded representation passes
through a convolutional layer and then it is given as input
to the SMANet attention module that outputs the attention
maps. These maps are pixel–wise multiplied with the CNN
encoded representation, previously passed through a 1 by 1
convolutional layer to conveniently reduce the feature map
dimensions. The SMANet attention module is composed by
a pyramid of atrous convolutions at different dilation rate,
each one followed by a PSP module. The obtained multiscale
representation is concatenated and given as input to a couple
of convolutional layers and a softmax, that output two attention
maps. The SMANet attention module is followed by a two
level decoder to recover small details at a higher resolution.
Figure 5 shows some examples of the attention maps produced
by the proposed multiscale attention module. In particular, it
can be observed that the attention mechanism learns to focus
on regions containing text.
2) Decoder: The low dimensional feature maps, ”conv 2”
and ”conv 3” (see Figure 4), are the last convolutional layers of
the ResNet encoder at, respectively, 1/2 and 1/4 of the original
resolution. A 1× 1 convolution is applied on these low level
feature maps to reduce the number of channels. The SMANet
attention module output is first bilinearly upsampled by a factor
of 2 and then concatenated with the corresponding low level
features at the same spatial resolution (conv 2). Then, the
concatenated feature maps are followed by two convolutional
layer and upsampled again by a factor of 2. The resulting
feature maps are concatenated with conv 3 and, finally, two
convolutional layers and a last upsample produce the pixel–wise
prediction.
6Fig. 5: The original images (first row) and their attention maps
(second row).
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In the following, our experimental setup is described. In
particular, Section IV-A introduces the implementation details
used in our experiments, whereas Section IV-B discusses the
results achieved using the COCO TS and the MLT S datasets.
Finally, in Section IV-C an ablation study is presented to
show the advantages introduced by the use of the SMANet
architecture in scene text segmentation.
A. Implementation Details
The SMANet is implemented in TensorFlow. The CNN
encoder of the two networks exploits the ResNet50 model. The
experiments were realized based on the training procedure ex-
plained in the following. As far as the background–foreground
network is considered, the image crops were resized to have
a min side dimension of 185, while maintaining the original
aspect–ratio. Random crops of 185 × 185 were used during
training. Instead, for the scene text segmentation network, the
input images were not resized, and random crops of 281× 281
were extracted for training. A multi–scale approach is employed
during training and test. In the evaluation phase, a sliding
window strategy was used for both the networks. The Adam
optimizer [41], with a learning rate of 10−4, was used to train
the network. The experimentation was carried out in a Debian
environment, with a single NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti
GPU.
B. Scene Text Segmentation evaluation
Due to the inherent difficulties in collecting large sets of
pixel–level supervised images, only few public datasets are
available for scene text segmentation. To face this problem, in
[3], synthetic data generation has been employed. Nevertheless,
due to the domain–shift, there is no guarantee that a network
trained on synthetic data would generalize well also to real
images. The COCO TS and the MLT S datasets actually
contain real images and, therefore, we expect that, when used
for network training, the domain–shift can be reduced. To
test this hypothesis, the SMANet was used for scene text
segmentation and the ICDAR–2013 and Total–Text test sets,
that provides pixel–level annotations, were used to evaluate
the performances. In particular, we compared the following
experimental setups:
• Synth: The training relies only on the synthetically
generated images;
• Synth + COCO TS: The network is pre–trained on the
synthetic dataset and fine–tuned on the COCO TS images;
• Synth + MLT S: The synthetic dataset is used to pre–
train the network and the MLT S images are used for
fine–tuning;
• COCO TS: The network is trained only on the
COCO TS dataset.
• MLT S: The network is trained only on the MLT S
dataset.
• COCO TS + MLT S: The network is trained with both
the COCO TS and the MLT S datasets.
The influence of fine–tuning on the ICDAR–2013 and Total–
Text datasets was also evaluated. The results, measured using
the pixel–level precision, recall and F1 score, are reported in
Table Ia and Table Ib, respectively.
It is worth noting that, training the network using both the
datasets, COCO TS and MLT S, is more effective than using
synthetic images. Specifically, employing together the proposed
datasets, the F1 Score is improved of 17.82% and 28.33%
on ICDAR–2013 and Total–Text, respectively. These results
are quite surprising and prove that the proposed datasets
substantially increase the network performance, reducing the
domain–shift from synthetic to real images. If the network
is fine–tuned on ICDAR–2013 and Total–Text, the relative
difference between the use of synthetic images and the
COCO TS dataset is reduced, but still remains significant.
Specifically, the F1 Score is improved by 7.34% on ICDAR–
2013 and 1.13% on Total–Text. Furthermore, it can be observed
that the best result has been obtained using both, COCO TS and
MLT S, which means that the two datasets are complementary
and prove to be a valid alternative to synthetic data generation
for scene text segmentation. Moreover, the use of real images
increases the sample efficiency, allowing to substantially reduce
the number of samples needed for training. In particular, the
COCO TS and the MLT S together contain 21,586 samples
7Precision Recall F1 Score
Synth 73.30% 57.30% 64.28% –
Synth + COCO TS 80.80% 71.2% 75.69% +11.41%
Synth + MLT S 81.70% 81.8% 81.77% +17.49%
COCO TS 80.40% 73.00% 76.52% +12.24%
MLT S 82.70% 80.50% 81.59% +17.31%
COCO TS + MLT S 82.80% 81.40% 82.10% +17.82%
ICDAR–2013 72.60% 70.10% 71.31% –
Synth + ICDAR–2013 81.12% 76.00% 78.48% –
Synth + COCO TS + ICDAR–2013 84.00% 77.80% 80.80% +1.52%
Synth + MLT S + ICDAR–2013 88.20% 80.00% 83.89% +5.41%
COCO TS + ICDAR–2013 84.40% 78.70% 81.47% +2.99%
MLT TS + ICDAR–2013 88.70% 80.10% 84.14% +5.66%
COCO TS + MLT TS + ICDAR–2013 87.30% 84.40% 85.82% +7.34%
(a) Results on the ICDAR–2013 test set
Precision Recall F1 Score
Synth 56.80% 31.70% 40.67% –
Synth + COCO TS 74.20% 59,90% 66.26% +25.59%
Synth + MLT S 73.10% 61.60% 66.87% +26.20%
COCO TS 74.00% 59.30% 65.80% +25.13%
MLT S 74.70% 60.00% 66.56% +25.89%
COCO TS + MLT S 73.90% 64.70% 69.00% +28.33%
Total Text 83.40% 66.70% 74.14% –
Synth + Total Text 84.80% 70.50% 76.97% –
Synth + COCO TS + Total Text 83.90% 70.50% 76.58% -0.39%
Synth + MLT S + Total Text 85.50% 71.50% 77.87% +0.90%
COCO TS + Total Text 84.80% 69.70% 76.46% -0.51%
MLT S + Total Text 86.60% 70.40% 77.63% +0.66%
COCO TS + MLT S + Total Text 86.00% 71.50% 78.10% +1.13%
(b) Results on the Total–Text test set
TABLE I: Scene text segmentation performances using synthetic data and/or the proposed datasets. The notation ”+ Dataset”
indicates that a fine–tune procedure has been carried out on ”Dataset”. The last column reports the relative F1 score increment,
with and without fine–tuning, compared to the use of synthetic data only.
that are less than 1/37 of the synthetic dataset cardinality. Some
qualitative output results of the scene text segmentation network
are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7.
C. SMANet evaluation
The results reported in the previous sections are obtained
using the SMANet architecture, which was specifically designed
to deal with peculiarities of scene text segmentation (i.e.
written text at different scales and thin text). To evaluate the
effectiveness of the modules added to the SMANet — the
attention module and the double decoder — an ablation study
was carried out. To perform this study we chose the best setup
both on ICDAR–2013 and on Total–Text (pre–training on both
COCO TS and MLT S and then fine–tuning alternatively on
ICDAR–2013 and on Total–Text). A comparison of the results
obtained with three different network architectures, PSP–Net
(baseline), PSP–Net with double decoder and SMANet, on
ICDAR–2013 and Total–Text are reported in Table IIa and
Table IIb, respectively.
The results show that the addition of the “double decoder”
significantly increases the performances compared with the
baseline given by the PSP–Net (8.34% in F1 score on ICDAR–
2013 and 15.77% on Total–Text). The decoder improves the
network capability of recovering fine details, which is important
in natural images where text can exhibit a variety of different
dimensions. Employing the multi–scale attention module the
results are further improved (2.11% F1 score on ICADAR-
2013 and 0.71% on Total–Text). As a concluding remark, we
can assert that, even if comparatively assessing the SMANet
performance for text segmentation is out of the scope of this
paper, nonetheless, all its constitutive modules are fundamental
for the whole architecture to be tailored to the considered task.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents the generation of two new pixel–level an-
notated datasets and propose a tailored scene text segmentation
network. A weakly supervised learning approach is employed
to automatically convert the bounding–box annotations of a
real dataset to pixel–level supervisions. The COCO TS and the
MLT S datasets, which contain, respectively, the segmentation
ground–truth of a subset of COCO–Text and MLT, are
generated. The experiments, demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed datasets showing a very significant improvement
in generalization on both the ICDAR–2013 and Total–Text
datasets, although with only a fraction of the samples that
would be required using only synthetic data. To foster further
research on scene text segmentation, the COCO TS and the
MLT S datasets have been released. Moreover, we employed
a specifically designed architecture, the SMANet, that proved
to be particularly effective for scene text segmentation. It is
8(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 6: Results on the ICDAR–2013 test set. In (a) the original image, in (b) and (c) the segmentation obtained with Synth and
COCO TS + MLT S setups, respectively. The ground–truth supervision is reported in (d).
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 7: Results on the Total–Text test set. In (a) the original image, in (b) and (c) the segmentation obtained with Synth and
COCO TS + MLT S setups, respectively. The ground–truth supervision is reported in (d).
a matter of future work to employ a region proposal network
(f.i. Yolo [42]) to first automatically extract the bounding–box
around the text region and then, using the proposed method,
generate pixel–level supervisions of text in natural images.
9Precision Recall F1 Score
PSP–Net 78.50% 72.40% 75.32% –
PSP–Net with double decoder 85.40% 82.00% 83.66% +8.34%
SMANet 87.30% 84.40% 85.82% +10.45%
(a) Scene text segmentation performances on ICDAR–2013 test set.
Precision Recall F1 Score
PSP–Net 73.20% 53.20% 61.62% –
PSP–Net with double decoder 85.90% 70.40% 77.39% +15.77%
SMANet 86.00% 71.50% 78.10% +16.48%
(b) Scene text segmentation performances on Total–Text test set.
TABLE II: The PSP–Nets and the SMANet are pre–trained on both COCO TS and MLT S datasets and fine–tuned on
ICDAR–2013 (IIa) and on Total–Text training sets (IIb). The last column of each table reports the relative F1 score increment
compared with the PSP–Net used as baseline.
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